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HEALTH & BEAUTY

PRICE LIST
65 PRIORY PLACE PERTH PH2 0AE

TEL: 01738 632635

JANE WEIR

M.R., I.A., I.T.E.C., C.I.E.L., C.I.D.E.S.C.O.
On qualifying from Mary Reid School of Beauty in Edinburgh, Jane went on to further her training and
experience at Jenners.
Moving closer to home, she then took up a post in Perth which was short lived as she was given the
opportunity to fulfil her ambition to work on board ships cruising the world.
Gaining many awards she soon attained managership on some of the largest and most prestigious ships
cruising the Caribbean and Europe giving her wonderful opportunities with advanced American techniques
and top French Skin Care. Now returning home with International qualifications and experience will be one
of the top Beauty Therapists bringing all the latest and most up to date equipment in Perth and Dundee.

Plasmalite
Fluorescent Pulsed Light

Plasmalite is the third generation of light based
skin rejuvenation systems. Incorporating
all the benefits of both laser and intense
pulsed light, Plasmalite can successfully
treat facial vascular irregularities, port wine
stains, pigmentation, open pores, fine lines,
wrinkles, acne and unwanted hair over all
the body.

HAIR REMOVAL
15 minutes			
£ 50
30 minutes			
£ 90
45 minutes			
£130
60 minutes			
£170
A course of 6 - 8 treatments recommended.
RED VEINS & PIGMENTATION
15 minutes			
£ 50
30 minutes			
£ 90
1 - 3 treatments usually required.
SKIN REJUVENATION
60 minutes			
£ 55
A course of 3 treatments followed by
maintenance recommended.
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SECRETS DE SOTHYS
An innovative new concept to treat stressed, mature
& menopausal skins. The ultimate in luxury Anti-aging
face & Body care

Face - £62.00 Face & Body - £77.00
DOUBLE PEEL

£22.50

Glycolic skin peeling using aha’s designed to combat fine
lines and scar tissue.

BEAUTY GARDEN ORGANIC FACIAL
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PRODUITS DE BEAUTÉ

£29.50

A moisturising treatment using Sothys new organic range
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SKIN CARE

Sothys Institute Facials are truly specialised and
effective which produce visible results.

COLLAGEN HYALURONIQUE

£43.00

HYDROPTIMALE FACIAL

£41.00

SEBUM REGULATING

£34.00

Resurfacing

£39.50

Ultra-precision treatment for outstanding anti-wrinkle and
firming results
a deep moisturising treatment designed to combat dehydration.

for imbalanced skins, oily skins, acne and blemish problems.

illuminates the complexion leaving your skin fresh and
radiant.

C. A. C. I.

BODY CARE

The original non-surgical face and body lift is completely
safe and painless treatment brought to you for a younger
looking tomorrow.

FULL BODY SWEDISH MASSAGE

£30.50

NON SURGICAL FACE TREATMENT

SWEDISH BACK MASSAGE

£19.00

A revolutionary treatment which gently tightens and tones
the muscles while smoothing lines and wrinkles results are
immediate with dramatic, long lasting effects.

FULL BODY AROMATHERAPY

£33.50

Ultimate Additions
Trial Treatment
Thereafter

AROMATHERAPY BACK MASSAGE

£21.50

KARISOFTNESS

£31.50

FULL BODY SELF TAN
with Self Tan Bottle

£31.50
£41.50

£43.00

£15.00
£21.50
£43.00

EYELASH EXTENSIONS

Lengthens and thickens your own lashes using the best
and safest adhesives to give you natural looking lashes
that last for several weeks.

Full Set

£60.00
Maintenance
Express Lashes
£26.50

£26.00

using oils blended to your specific needs

an exceptional nourishing treatment for dry skin leaving your
body both revitalised and softened.

BOTOX

THERMAGE

After years of squinting, frowning, laughing,
smoking and worrying our face develops deep lines
and wrinkles such as “crows feet”, forehead lines or
“worry lines”. Over time, these wrinkles and lines
become deeper and more permanent making you
look older, tired and stressed.
A simple treatment with Botox can dramatically
soften facial wrinkles, leaving you looking younger
and more refreshed right now.
Botox is a simple non-surgical procedure that’s
fast, effective and easier than you think. It relaxes
the tiny facial muscles that cause expression lines,
leaving the overlying skin smooth and unwrinkled.
Treatment takes around 10 minutes.

Thermage can help smooth and tighten your skin
for an overall naturally younger looking appearance
without surgery or injections.
As you age, the collagen in your skin breaks down,
resulting in wrinkles and sagging skin.
Thermage helps tighten and renew your skin’s
collagen through all three skin layers.
Its unique capacitive radio-frequency technology
safely heals the deeper layer of your skin,
stimulating existing collagen and promoting new
collagen growth.
The result – skin that looks and feels noticeably
smoother, tighter and firmer.

Prices from £200.00

Prices from £2000.00

COLLAGEN REPLACEMENT THERAPY
Water is the source of all beauty. Smoothing wrinkles and folds or giving
your mouth and fuller, more sensuous form requires no foreign element.
Hyaluronic acid exists in all life and its most important function is to bear
and bind water in your skin, to lift and give new firmness.
Three types of hyaluronic gel are available:Restylane – for wrinkle correction and lip enhancements
Retsylane Fine Lines – for correcting thin, superficial lines
Perlane – for shaping facial contours, such as cheeks, chin and lips.
Prices from £200.00

BEAUTY

WAXING

CLEANSE & MAKE-UP

£20.00

FULL LEG WAX

£21.50

BRIDAL MAKE-UP
(including trial)

£34.50

FULL LEG INCLUDING BIKINI

£25.75

/2 LEG WAX

£14.50

1

EYELASH PERM

£26.00

EYELASH TINT

£11.00

EYEBROW TINT

£7.25

LASH & BROW TINT
EYEBROW TRIM

BIKINI WAX

from £10.00

UNDERARM WAX

£9.00

£16.00

LIP OR CHIN WAX

£7.75

£7.75

LIP AND CHIN WAX

£11.00

HANDS & FEET

ELECTROLYSIS

MANICURE

£14.50

GELISH 14 DAY MANICURE

£24.50

GEL OVERLAYS

£28.00

FILE & POLISH

£8.50

EXTREME ACRYLIC EXTENSIONS

£40.00

REGLAZE / REGEL

£22.00

PEDICURE

£21.50
£31.50

£11.25
£20.50

RED VEIN REMOVAL

Red or broken veins are a common problem which can be
easily rectified by a simple diathermy. In many cases, only
one or two treatments are necessary to achieve permanent
removal. Whiteheads and skin tags may also be removed by
diathermy.

15 minutes
30 minutes

Nail Maintenance (2-4 weeks)

with GEL POLISH

15 minutes
30 minutes

£22.50
£34.00

REFLEXOLOGY
REFLEXOLOGY

£24.00

a highly specialised treatment working on pressure points
on the feet to aid natural healing in the body.

S E M I - P E R M A N E N T M A K E- U P
Beauty is a gift of nature and every woman likes to look her best. A little enhancement can
do wonders for what nature has provided. You can now have the confidence of knowing
that you look naturally beautiful – all the time! Wake up every morning looking beautiful,
step out of the shower, emerge from the pool or the gym with your eyebrows, eyeliner
and lipcolour perfectly in place. Its a beautiful investment in yourself.

EYEBROWS

£260.00

EYELINER

£210.00

LIPLINER

£210.00

LIPCOLOUR

£315.00

BEAUTY SPOT

£ 60.00

HOURS OF BUSINESS
Monday & Friday – 9.00 am - 5.30 pm
Tuesday – 9.00 am - 8.00 pm
Wednesday – 9.00 am - 8.00 pm
Thursday – 9.00 am - 8.00 pm
Saturday – 9.00 am - 1.00 pm
All treatments are available to both Ladies and Gents in very private and personal
surroundings. Facial and body treatments are recommended as a course for maximum
benefits. All courses and packages will be charged at a special rate.
Gift Vouchers available on all services & products.
24 hours cancellation would be appreciated.

